OpenText eDOCS Power
Automate Connector by One Fox
Power your content workflows by connecting Microsoft
Power Automate and 300+ business applications to
OpenText eDOCS

300+
Integrate with over 300
business applications

2X faster
Create content workflows
twice as fast with ready-togo templates

An increasing information sprawl is
limiting task and workload automation
while hurting productivity and digital
transformation goals. The OpenText
eDOCS Power Automate Connector
allows you to streamline content
processes across a widespread
application landscape and limit
information silos.

While maximizing investments in your Microsoft
cloud solutions and the OpenText platform.

Bridge the information gap
Integrate eDOCS to over 300 business
applications through the Power Automate
Connector. So you can store and archive
all enterprise content in your central ECM
solution. Closing the gap between widespread
application landscape and information silos.
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OpenText eDOCS Power Automate Connector

Workflow Automation

Increase productivity by

provides critical connection between business

Automate extensive content workflows,

50% by user-centric

processes, enterprise content management

manual and repetitive tasks with out-of-the-box

workflow automation

and end user needs. The no-code approach

workflows. Powering your productivity while

of Microsoft Power Automate enables users

streamlining primary and low level business
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to quickly automate their tasks and content

processes. Lessening the pressure of your

workflows. Exchanging documents, metadata

workloads and saving time in the process.

Zero code approach

and events between OpenText eDOCS

requires no technical

and important business application.

expertise or IT-involvement

User Centric
The zero code approach to workflow creation

The Power Automate Connector empowers

allows your users to automate their content

your eDOCS as the primary repository for all

flows in just a few clicks. All without the need

things content related. Integrating with business

for technical or extensive workflow expertise.

applications from SAP, Salesforce, Oracle, Adobe,

Relieving necessary pressure of your IT

DocuSign, Box, Google, Dropbox and many more.

department and expensive external hires.
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Streamlining ECM

Accelerate workflow creation

email, notification and task management

The Power Automate Connector allows

eDOCS Power Automate Connector pro-

solutions.

you to capture and exchange documents,

vides several quick-start workflow templates.

metadata and events from any content re-

These pre-built workflows allow you to create

Digital Signing

pository into a single ECM-platform: eDOCS.

workflows twice as fast, while supporting

Send your documents from eDOCS to

Capturing all important business content in

important content processes like:

one or several people for easy document

one place for necessary compliance and

signing. Using popular signing solutions like

Shares & Compliance

controlled distribution.

DocuSign, Adobe Sign and Core Signature.

Streamline content from cloud shares and
Automating content distribution will

content repositories like Dropbox, OneDrive,

Find these and many more templates

improve productivity, increaseg your grip

SharePoint, Box and many more directly to

for workflow acceleration in the Microsoft

on unstructured processes and free up your

Content Server for centralized archiving

Power Automate store.

employees from repetitive tasks. Leading up

while improving compliance.

to a more cost efficient way of working. The
eDOCS Power Automate will even help you

Approval Process

speed this up by providing several solution

Setting up approval processes has never

accelerators that allow you instantly create

been easier. Thanks to easy integration

workflows out-of-the-box.

between eDOCS and a wide array of

SOLUTION FEATURES

BENEFITS

Power Automate Connector

Improves process productivity by connecting OpenText ECM with 500+ business applications to bridge silos
and enhance content flows

Workflow templates

Accelerates the creation of content workflows and support of primary business processes

OpenText eDOCS

Provides the foundation for enterprise-strength ECM, including records management and archiving

Records Management
& Archiving

Extends records management and archiving capabilities of ECM to over 500 business applications
and all accompanied content workflows

Content Task Automation

Increases productivity by automating content centric workflows and streamlining content across silos

Microsoft Power Platform

Provides the foundation for OpenText Content Workflows and allows users to create their own workflows
without technical expertise
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